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Abstract 
A perception developed by Nicholson and Seddon (1977) was used to 

assess the understanding of 3 dimensional diagrams by Pakistani 

students of 8+ year of age. There was a little addition in the sense that 

Urdu translation of questions were also provided alongside the 

original English version.  After piloting and validation, the final 

version of the test was comprised upon 30 items: 15 items related to 

rectangular geometrical figures, 15 items related to hexagonal 

geometrical figures. The students had to perceive the position of the 

balls and answer the questions asked. The test was administered to 600 

students of class II, III. Participating students from rural, urban public 

and private sector schools. Public sector school were all traditional 

where there was only one year preparatory level classes prior to 

formal admission to class 1. But the urban private schools have play 

group and one year preparatory levels as well. The study aimed to 

investigate the effect of different types of schooling on understanding 

3D diagrams. Urban schools were generally better in facilities than 

rural schools. Schools which attended play school performed 

significantly better than their two other groups. There was no 

significant gender wise difference of performance in each rural and 

urban group. However, there were significant differences in rural and 

urban groups. The students who attended play group were exposed to 

cartoons viewing, toys fiddling had much better (significant at 0.01 

level) understanding of 3D diagrams. 

 

I. Introduction 
 Diagrams facilitate in communicating, organizing and visualizing large amount of 

data and aid to strengthen the cognitive skills. Butcher and Kintsch (2004) searched and 

concluded that diagrams are effective when deep understanding of content and 

comprehension is required. Earlier to this, Blackwell (1997) confirmed this by quoting 

Stenning and Oberlander that diagrams aids cognitive processing because they have little 

interpretation, so are more traceable than unconstrained textual notation. Textual notation 

can be remembered better when illustrated through diagrams or pictures. Schnotz & 

Banner (2003) expressed that words and sentences are processed and coded differently in 

verbal system while pictorial information in imaginary system, where, imaginary and 
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verbal systems are the subsystems of cognitive domain. Authors further clarified that 

diagrams or pictures, sculptures or physical models are depictive representation. And 

depictive representation allows reading off relational information which is associated 

with the content.   

 

 Teachers at early childhood use different teaching aids for teaching, memorizing 

and identifying objects from daily life but diagrams has enormous effects on reading and 

understanding skills at this level. Children saw pictures in their text books and find a 

resemblance from their life which has long lasting effects on their cognitive skills. More 

than to this, diagrams aid to understanding when material is complex or difficult to 

understand for the students. Diagrams could be more effective in enhancing learning if 

teachers organize events into a coherent structure, clarify complex and abstract concepts 

or assist learner in recalling important information (McIlarth and William, 1995; 

Kolloffel, Eysink, de Jong and Wilhelm, 2009). In the same directions, Irani and Ware 

(2003) found usefulness of diagrams in three different ways i.e., searching for elements is 

reduced as diagrams group together related information, matching symbolic labels is 

avoided as diagrams typically use location to group information about a single element, 

and perceptual inferences that are automatically supported by diagrams can be read 

directly. Moreover, diagrams facilitate in maintaining students’ interest in learning, 

promote thinking and perceiving new ideas from the nature (Jamil and Tariq, 2014). 

Ainsworth and Th Loizou (2003) argued differently that diagrams are not accommodated 

for explaining complex concepts until and unless linked carefully with learning goals and 

content.     

 

 The overall conclusions of the previous researches on text with diagrams were that 

the addition of visual material improves students’ memories and understanding. 

Importance, role, and understanding of diagrams are not new ideas of research in 

developed countries but still ignored by the researchers in Pakistan. Therefore, the 

present research focused to examine the understanding of three – dimensional (3-D) 

diagrams by 8 year old students studying in the primary schools of Pakistan. Following to 

this is a brief literature review which may facilitate the readers of this piece of research to 

understand the role of diagrams in learning process. 

 

II. Literature Review 
 Ainsworth and Th Loizou (2003) conducted an experiment in which one of the 

hypotheses was “do students learn more about the structure and function of the human 

circulatory system from text or diagrams?”  To find the answer of this question, they used 

a two factor mixed design model. The first factor was time (pre-test and post-test) and the 

second factor was format (text or diagrams) employed on the groups. Each group had 10 

males and 10 females and the age limit was 19 to 23 years. These participants had not 

studied biology past the age of 16. They concluded that the participants who were given 

information in terms of diagram learnt more than those given text. The results of post 

tests showed that participants included four more correct concepts in their blood path 

diagrams than they had pre-test, compared to text students who included one extra correct 

concept. They also disclosed that the students learnt through diagram presented 

information directly related to the modelled diagrams where as the text students infer the 

relation between textual description of blood flow and the body outline. They suggested 
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that to claim the effects of diagram on learning must be examined through different 

factors and tasks.  

 

 Regarding the effectiveness of 3D (3 dimensional), Irani and Ware (2003) 

presented conclusion from different studies. For example, these authors quoted Lee and 

MacLachian, and expressed that 3D presentation could result in efficient decision 

making. Lee and MacLachian compared the accuracy and speed of decision making using 

stereoscopic 3D displays of scatter diagrams and block diagrams. They found that 3D 

scatter diagrams increased accuracy and facilitated faster decision making, as more 2D 

scatter diagrams were required to present the equivalent information of a single 3D 

scatter diagram. Irani and Ware cited Franck who used a path-tracing task to evaluate 3D 

versus 2D node-link diagrams. They found a 60% advantage with stereoscopic viewing 

and a 130% advantage with motion parallax depth cues. To measure the effectiveness of 

recalling information from 3D displays, Irani and Ware referenced Watson and Driver 

who presented 3D perspective graphs and 2D tabular displays to business students. They 

did not find any difference between recall for the 3D perspective graphs compared to the 

2D tabular presentations. 

 

 Davenport, Yaron, Klahr and Koedinger (2008) proposed a framework for 

designing appropriate and relevant representations of diagram based text. In their study 

171 students (88 female, 83 male ranging from 18-22 years) participated in an 

experiment. Two versions of online lectures on chemical equilibrium were formed. The 

first version was traditional which explained concepts as they were taught in previous 

year and the problems were based on the textbook. While the second version incorporated 

molecular level diagrams depicting the expert conceptual framework of the progress of 

reaction alongside worked examples of problems. They concluded through the results that 

diagrams designed with careful consideration of the learning goals, information content 

of representation, and prior knowledge of students would enhance students’ learning. 

They also expressed that diagrams improved learning, particularly for the lowest 

performing students.   

 

 It is easy to understand through review of literature that diagrams significantly 

impact on learning and understanding. Diagrams are associated with superior 

performance while comparing with the textual based performance. While enhancing 

students’ cognitive skills it is important to select only those diagrams which are directly 

relevant to teaching learning goals, content and match students’ age level so that they 

could understand the concept and improve their learning skills. Otherwise these diagrams 

could also be a source of mental disturbance and distraction from hearing the instructor’s 

explanation and also will be the source of reducing interest in learning. Regarding the 

age, few researches have yet been conducted which found the effects of diagrams on 

students’ understanding and learning at primary level or early childhood education. 

Therefore, this research has filled this gape from the literature as well.  

 

 Major objective of the study was to compare the performance of the eight years 

old rural and urban (using local designed curricula & textbooks) and private school 

students using imported curriculum material (mostly from Singapore) about the 

understanding of three dimensional diagrams. This can help the local authors, teachers 
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develop better material and textbooks for children of this level. At the moment, Private 

English medium schools use imported books mostly from Singapore and Malaysia 

without any modification or approval from the Government. Local printed books are in 

use in all public sector schools, both rural and urban.  

 

III. Methodology 
A. Tools of the Study 
 ‘A Perception Test’ regarding understanding of three dimensional (3D) diagrams’ 

was to be administered to compare the performance of eight years old rural and urban 

boys and girls of Southern and central Punjab. By that time, there was no use of ‘Non-

verbal’ objective – type test with separate ‘Answer Sheet’ at primary level. So a survey 

was conducted at National level to find such a Test for Pakistani students. The answer of 

all departments of Education and Psychology in all different universities of Pakistan was 

‘No’. Researcher decided to use the test developed by Nicholson and Seddon (1977) by 

providing Urdu translation along with the original English version. This test was already 

used to compare the performance of English and Nigerian students. Pakistan being not 

very different from Nigeria, it made the sense to use the same and experts did agree to try 

it. 

 

 However, pilot testing and validating the translation was done. About 20 students 

of Urdu medium and same number from English medium students participated in this 

pilot study. Students were later on interviewed about the language of the test and what 

did they understand from the simple sentences used in the test. Experts agreed to the 

meaning after listening their recorded interviews and recommended to use the test. Three 

experts participated in this language validation process. 

 

B. Population and Sample   
 Sample comprised of all the 8-9 years old students of class 2 and 3. Convenient 

sampling technique was used for the schools but then the test was given to all students of 

the class 2 and 3 in the selected schools. In total, 200 hundred students from rural and 

two hundred from urban. The study was delimited to the Punjab province only. One boy 

and one girl school were picked up from each tehsil unit in each category of rural and 

urban schools. Private and English medium schools were only available in cities and the 

sample consisted of all urban schools in this stratum. Age rang of the participants were 8-

9 years. 

 

C. Data Analysis 
 All the questions were scored as correct or incorrect. Correct answer was allotted 

one mark and incorrect as zero. Total marks thus considered as the total correct answers. 

Mean and standard deviation were calculated for each sample separately. Two ANOVA 

was applied to see the difference in performance of each category. Within and between 

comparisons were made to find the performance differences. Factor analysis were also 

performed using SPSS version 18. 

 

IV. Results and Conclusions 
 A cursory look reveals that all rural student students have poor performance of all 

the groups. There was no significant differences in boys and girls of rural areas students. 
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Mean scores are too low as compared to similar groups in UK or other developed 

countries students. Urban schools students though is relatively better than rural students 

but still not achieving the passing criteria which 50 percent of scores (calculated based 

upon binomial probability bases) in any significant manner. However, a surprised 

performance by students of private schools who have attended play group classes have 

performed significantly better that both rural and public sector urban school students. 

This may be due to their exposure to exposure to educational toys and drawing classes 

and/or watching cartoon films. It may not be single factor of any of these, rather could be 

a combined effect of all these factors. This is something unexpected but a good outcome 

of research. The lesson to be learned is that public schools need to redefine their 

strategies to teach junior classes. Alternative technology and methods need to be tried 

which leads to cognitive growth of children. Results of the test score are summarized in 

the table given below.  

 

Table 1: Mean Score of all students on the test  
School Class 2 Class 3 Difference Significance

* 

Rural (B) 7.64 8.52 0.88 NS 

Rural (G) 7.43 8.65 1.22 NS 

Urban(B) 8.32 8.94 0.62 NS 

Urban(G) 8.43 9.52 1.09 NS 

Urban(B) Pvt. 17.39 21.26 3.87 significant 

Urban(G) Pvt. 18.14 22.12 3.98 Significant 

 

 Public sector students had difficulty to perceive the dimensionality concepts 

together. Analysis of correct responses suggest no clear pattern of choosing correct 

answers. It appears that whatever correct answers these kids picked were only a random 

guess. However, the answers of private school children who attended playgroup reflect a 

clear understanding of dimensionality character of pictures. 
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